In March 2020 I abandoned the on-site membership system that had been in place for over 10 years.
The main reason being that the plugin required to run this had become very expensive to update plus
the fact that plugins are quite troublesome with regard to general web maintenance. I also felt there
are now better solutions for our subscribers. Over the last year or so I had trialled Dropbox as a way
of bulk sharing the whole library which for many is preferable to downloading individual scripts one
by one. For this trial, I had simply made a URL link available, one link for all users, with the intention
of continuing to use the same link indefinitely (I wouldn’t have been comfortable with the latter aspect
from a security point of view, but I was planning on wrapping up the library in March 2020 so it didn’t
matter anyway - it was only through the coronavirus outbreak which gave me the time to do some
work on the website that I started thinking about more long-term solutions to keeping the site
running). Anyway, playing around with Dropbox, I realised that as well as being useful for bulk sharing
it actually gave me the option of running a membership system, similar to the old in-house library, but
run entirely from within the Dropbox platform itself, with no troublesome plugins, and the icing on
the cake being that it’s totally free. Dropbox membership is a little more difficult to set up than
anything we’ve done with Dropbox in the past because it needs users to set up Dropbox account (this
wasn’t required for the bulk-sharing with Dropbox that we trialled last year), but then it’s little
different from setting up an account with us under the old membership system, probably easier if
anything. It’s also helpful to have the Dropbox app installed if you want to use Dropbox to its full
potential. Again this is free and easy to set up (you don’t need the app if all you want to do is to get a
one-off download, but if you want ongoing library access it makes life easier).
So what are the advantages of the new system?
(1) It’s easy to set up: having set up your account and purchased you just sit back and wait for an
E mail invite, and accept it. You then have access to the shared folder at dropbox.com with all
the scripts in it in one directory.
(2) If you want a one-off bulk download you can do it in one click. Once you have the files they’re
yours to keep.
(3) If you want to browse and download individual files you can do that as well.
(4) All browsing environments are more easily navigated than via my own website was and you
don’t need to be online either (most users will probably browse from within their own file
explorer).
(5) You get updates delivered straight to your account/app/file explorer, and in the latter, without
having to manually download anything.
(6) You get a notification panel through the app telling you what’s been added to the library.
(7) You don’t have any passwords to remember (other than your Dropbox password, but as an
app user you’d just have that running in the background the whole time anyway).
So, all in all, I think it’s a great solution. It gives the best of both worlds, combining the ease of access
and bulk-download options of the old Dropbox system, with the better security, continuity and librarytype access of the old membership system. I don’t know why I didn’t think of it before. It’s a bit like
Google Drive or Microsoft One Drive but the facilities are better, and the downloads are faster
(probably because there are fewer users - I avoided Google Drive and One Drive mainly because of the
more limited download speed).
Getting rid of the membership plug has also allowed me to update other software items on our own
site giving the website a fresh new look and much better mobile responsiveness.
Some people may have liked the idea of on-line access from within the site. But the truth is you just
don’t need it. On the new system, you refresh the shared folder when you are on-line (automatically

depending on your set up) and the scripts are there for you afterwards whether you’re on-line or not.
And the storage is not a problem. The whole library is only around 300 MB so you could quite happily
store the whole lot on your mobile phone leave alone your PC, although you still have the option of
keeping everything on-line and logging into Dropbox.com every time you want a script if that’s how
you prefer to do it.
It’s early days though and there will no doubt be some teething problems. One potential problem is
for those who have or will go on to set up a Dropbox account with an E mail address different from
their purchase E mail address. Not a real issue, there is provision on the purchase form to specify this
- and if you miss this, you can just drop us an E mail to let us know so we can then re-direct your
invitation link. The other problem is that some users of very old systems won’t be able to use Dropbox.
Again, no great shakes, we can send the scripts by a bulk E mail service (any limits on your own mailbox
quota won’t matter for this) although you won’t be able to get updates after that.
The price of the subscription is higher than it was before as it now provides a bulk-download service
as well, so is more akin to what we used to charge for comparable services in the past. Moreover, we
find that relatively few people want to use the service as a library, but for those that do, we’re offsetting the extra start-up cost by offering a renewals/updates package at a much reduced rate. To
qualify for this you just need to have purchased either a Dropbox package or DVD disc from us in the
past.
Good luck with setting up. I’m sure it will be easier than you think and that the system will work out
well for all of us in the long-run. It helps to have the Dropbox account set up in advance of your
purchase so you’re all set to go.

